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Abstract: Species, habitats, and ecosystems are increasingly exposed to multiple anthropogenic stressors, fueling a rapidly expanding research program to understand the cumulative impacts of these environmental modifications. Since the 1970s, a growing set of methods has been developed through two parallel, sometimes connected, streams of research within the applied and academic realms to assess cumulative effects. Past reviews of cumulative effects assessment (CEA) methods focused on approaches used by practitioners. Academic research has developed several distinct and novel approaches to conducting CEA. Understanding the suite of methods that exist will help practitioners and academics better address various ecological foci (physiological responses, population impacts, ecosystem impacts) and ecological complexities (synergistic effects, impacts across space and time). We reviewed 6 categories of methods
and examined the ability of those methods to address different levels of complexity. We focused on research gaps and emerging priorities. We found that no single method assessed impacts across the 4 ecological foci and 6 ecological complexities considered. We propose that methods can be used in combination to improve understanding such that multimodel inference can provide a suite of comparable outputs, mapping methods can help prioritize localized models or experimental gaps, and future experiments can be paired from the outset with models they will inform.
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Investigación sobre los Efectos Acumulativos a lo largo de las Escalas Ecológicas

Resumen: Las especies, los hábitats y los ecosistemas están cada vez más expuestos a múltiples estresantes antropogénicos, lo que aviva a los programas de investigación de rápida expansión a entender los impactos acumulativos de estas modificaciones ambientales. Desde la década de 1970 se ha desarrollado un conjunto creciente de métodos a partir de dos corrientes paralelas (a veces conectadas) de investigación dentro deĺ ambito académico y del aplicado para evaluar los efectos acumulativos. Las revisiones pasadas de los métodos de evaluación de los efectos acumulativos (CEA, en inglés) se han enfocado en las estrategias que usan los practicantes. La investigación académica ha desarrollado varias estrategias novedosas y distintivas para realizar CEA. El entendimiento del juego de métodos que existen ayudará a los practicantes y a los académicos a lidiar de mejor manera con varios focos ecológicos (respuestas fisiológicas, impactos poblacionales, impactos al ecosistema) y complejidades ecológicas (efectos sinérgicos, impactos a lo largo del tiempo y el espacio). Revisamos seis categorías de métodos
Introduction
Around the world, species and habitats are experiencing multiple and increasing numbers of anthropogenic stressors. In many cases, there are gaps in our understanding of the impact of concurrent exposure to multiple stressors on biodiversity (Crain et al. 2008; Przeslawski et al. 2014 ), yet cumulative effects have the potential to cause large-scale modifications within ecosystems (Griffith et al. 2011 ) and subsequent impacts on human communities relying on ecosystem services (Allison et al. 2009 ). Understanding the consequences of multiple human actions is a top priority for ecologists in the 21st century (Schindler 2001; Fleishman et al. 2011) .
However, understanding how multiple stressors interact and influence species is exceedingly challenging (Cocklin et al. 1992a; Canter & Ross 2010) . Ecosystems are highly interconnected, and effects from stressors can propagate through systems via a number of pathways.
Responses to a single stressor may be linear or nonlinear (Hunsicker et al. 2016) . Stressors in combination may interact in an additive, multiplicative, or compensatory manner, and impacts can occur across space and time (Cocklin et al. 1992b; Smit & Spaling 1995; Schultz 2010; Halpern & Fujita 2013) . Finally, indirect or higher-order interactions may occur as a result of multiple stressors within a system (Billick & Case 1994) or interactions between stressors (Crain et al. 2008) . All these processes can act to complicate the process of disentangling the specific cause of change or developing accurate projections of future conditions.
Cumulative effects assessment (CEA) is a common term for the variety of approaches used by researchers and practitioners to measure the impact of multiple stressors and is defined broadly as "the process of systematically analyzing cumulative environmental change" (Dubé 2003) . Methods to conduct CEAs have evolved substantially since the 1970s, when the field gained traction. Early methods were often based on the assumption that responses to >2 stressors were additive and in general did not factor in time and space (Shopley & Fuggle 1984; Cocklin et al. 1992b; Schultz 2010) . Methods are increasingly addressing complexities; approaches exist to investigate synergistic or antagonistic impacts on organisms (Darling et al. 2010) , populations (Power 1997) , and ecosystems (Griffith et al. 2012) . Methods also exist for qualitative assessment in data-limited situations (Smit & Spaling 1995; Dubé 2003) .
The history of CEA has ties to both the applied and academic fields; however, the emphasis and even objective has often differed between the 2 streams of research. In applied work, CEA is typically part of an impactassessment process, a component of project approval frequently required by law. Previous papers discuss the history of this policy process in the United States (Canter & Ross 2010) , United Kingdom (Cooper & Sheate 2002) , and Canada (Dubé 2003; Duinker et al. 2012) . Practitioners generally focus on stressor-based assessment, aimed at determining the impacts of different stressors related to a single or combination of projects (Noble 2010) . In contrast, academic research into CEA is generally effects based and intended to investigate responses of species or ecosystems to a suite of stressors that may or may not be related to a proposed project (Noble 2010) . Effectsbased research is not necessarily fed into decision-making processes, although these approaches are relevant for methods development (Greig & Duinker 2011 ) and providing insights into species' susceptibility to multiple stressors (Przeslawski et al. 2014) and into areas where anthropogenic impacts are high .
Past reviews of CEA methods focused on applied frameworks (Shopley & Fuggle 1984; Cocklin et al. 1992b; Smit & Spaling 1995; Duinker et al. 2012) . Authors of these reviews tended to categorize assessment types by levels of increasing complexity from qualitative approaches (e.g., a checklist of all potential impacts) to quantitative approaches, such as landscape models (Shopley & Fuggle 1984; Canter & Ross 2010) . Missing from these reviews is a comprehensive overview of CEA approaches emerging from academic fields, such that direct laboratory studies, meta-analyses, and large-scale ecosystem models were not included. Furthermore, these reviews do not consider which methods can be used to address different levels of ecological complexity, such as indirect effects or the magnification or mitigation of multiple stressors, or factor in the ecological focus the method applies to.
Methods for CEA require continued improvement (Greig & Duinker 2011 ), yet this necessitates understanding existing methods and their strengths and limitations. We reviewed 6 categories of methods for CEA within the academic literature and determined whether they can be applied across different ecological foci (individual responses, population impacts, habitat complexes, and ecosystem impacts) (details in Supporting Information) and 6 ecological complexities (impacts across space, time, indirect effects, nonadditive effects, and >3 stressors simultaneously). Our synthesis was designed to identify relevant methods for particular research questions. We considered major gaps and combinations of approaches that may be used to address those gaps. Although we primarily used examples from marine and aquatic habitats, the methods are applicable across habitat types.
Methods in CEA
The literature referenced was found through sequential searches. We used a combination of previous reviews of methods in CEA (Shopley & Fuggle 1984; Cocklin et al. 1992b; Smit & Spaling 1995; Duinker et al. 2012) and our knowledge of this subject area to devise a list of methods: experimental methods, meta-analysis, singlespecies models, mapping approaches, qualitative models, and multispecies models. We then conducted a set of targeted searches across the 6 methods to find examples in marine and aquatic environments. To be thorough, we searched Web of Science extensively (see Supporting Information) for each method with no limits on ecosystem type. We reviewed the papers found (n = 1492) to determine their relevance (274 of 1492) and created a database (Supporting Information). All papers were used to determine each method's ability to address different ecological complexities across ecological foci.
There are additional approaches to CEA we did not review. Expert opinion has been reviewed elsewhere (Smit & Spaling 1995) and is included within some of the methods discussed (Halpern et al. 2007; Teck et al. 2010; Stier et al. 2017) . Observational studies or modern proxies, in which statistical correlation approaches to determine drivers (cumulative effects) for an attribute of interest are often used (e.g., Large et al. 2015) , were not included. Boyd et al. (2018) briefly discuss this topic.
Experimental Methods
Researchers commonly test the impacts of multiple stressors in lab, mesocosm, or field-based experiments (Diamond 1983; Carpenter 1996; Boyd et al. 2018) . In this circumstance, a particular biological process is measured in the presence of a single and then combinations of stressors. Results are often presented as whether combined stressors interacted in an additive, synergistic, or antagonistic manner (Crain et al. 2008; Przeslawski et al. 2014; Hoshijima et al. 2017) . Most often 2-3 stressors are measured using a factorial design. More than three stressors can be measured in this manner (e.g., 8 in Brennan et al. [2017] ); however, increasing complexity requires exponentially more resources (Boyd et al. 2018) or limits the approach to short-lived species.
Within the 3 types of experimental methods, labs and mesocosms provide a controlled environment, allowing direct measurements of responses to experimental manipulations (Diamond 1983; McElhany & Busch 2013) . Direct measurement is crucial for providing a base understanding of how multiple stressors influence biological processes. These small-scale experiments allow for ease of replication and provide good statistical power (Carpenter 1996) . However, they have limitations. These experiments may have limited applicability in the real world (Diamond 1983; Carpenter 1996) , creating a challenge when trying to scale up results into a broader ecological context (Levin 1992; Hunsicker et al. 2016 ). For example, Crain et al. (2008) found that effects were more likely to be synergistic in population studies and antagonistic in community studies, suggesting an ability within communities to counteract negative effects. In such circumstances, extrapolating results for species' physiological or population processes to community responses may be erroneous.
Field experiments in comparison may provide more realistic insights because they more clearly depict the real world, yet they have their own challenges. Because field experiments are larger and more intensive (Connor & Simberloff 1986) , they are conducted less frequently (Crain et al. 2008) . They often produce large data sets and are either large-scale manipulations, which may be morally questionable (Diamond 1983) , or require pairs of systems that can be used as control and effect (Carpenter 1996) . Limited ability to perform these large-scale experiments can lead to pseudoreplication and spurious conclusions of causal relationships (Hurlbert 1984) or inaccurate conclusions regarding mechanisms of occurrence (Connor & Simberloff 1986) . It can be incredibly challenging in such complex environments to isolate which interactions led to outcomes (Diamond 1983; Billick & Case 1994) .
Overall, whether it is a lab, mesocosm, or field experiment, this method offers a first line of information on the consequences of novel stressors on biological responses, most often, in a causal rather than correlative manner and provides insights into types and scales of responses. The approaches can be used to identify additive and nonadditive responses (Fig. 1) . With multispecies experiments, some indirect effects can be measured (Bundy et al. 2003) . Alternatively, lab experiments factoring in effects across life history (Sniegula et al. 2017) or that mimic realistic effects of the timing of stressors (Cheng et al. 2015) address temporal factors for individuals. Field observations may track changes over time and space, although as they make up a small portion of experiments (Crain et al. 2008) , these complexities are generally not addressed. Thus, experiments generally cannot address many of the levels of ecological complexity of interest ( Fig. 1) , but all other forms of assessment ultimately rely on direct measurements as a foundation.
Meta-Analysis
Meta-analysis combines results from empirical lab, mesocosm, and field studies to gain a larger understanding of realized cumulative effects of multiple stressors. It uses specific statistical tools, such as Hedge's d (Przeslawski et al. 2014) , to identify general patterns across studies. Meta-analysis has been used to assess when and how often additive, antagonistic, or synergistic interactions occur (Crain et al. 2008; Côté et al. 2016) . It has also been used to examine more targeted questions, such as responses to particular stressors (Kroeker et al. 2010) or at particular life-history stages (Przeslawski et al. 2014) . Individual physiological processes are frequently the unit of analysis, although population-and community-level responses have been measured (Côté et al. 2016) .
Meta-analytic approaches provide a unique method of summarizing what is known about the impacts of multiple stressors (Arnqvist & Wooster 1995; Greco et al. 2013) . Because they provide a summary of empirical results, they provide a strong basis for understanding how stressors interact. Meta-analysis can be used test hypotheses (e.g., calcifiers will be more sensitive than noncalcifiers to ocean acidification [Przeslawski et al. 2014] ) and provide an understanding of when particular interactions are expected. They can also be used for hypothesis generation. For example, results from Kroeker et al. (2010) were used to inform scenario analysis for ecosystem impacts of ocean acidification (Kaplan et al. 2010) .
Largely dependent on experimental studies, metaanalyses are limited by the constraints in experimental methods and number of studies being synthesized. Although some meta-analyses include field studies, the large reliance on lab-based experiments also means a disconnect from the real world (Calisi & Bentley 2009 ). They are often limited to stressors that can be investigated in controlled environments and require a large enough sample to make generalizations (i.e., multiple studies on the same stressors or species), which can be resource intensive (Greco et al. 2013) . Additionally, there is the problem of publication bias, as published studies most often report on significant results (Greco et al. 2013) .
With a dependence on experiments, meta-analysis can address the same scales of complexity as experimental approaches (Fig. 1) , that is, primarily direct effects measured as additive or nonadditive and limited primarily to 2-3 stressors. Thus, meta-analysis largely does not perform as well at addressing multiple stressors across space or time or through indirect effects unless experiments being summarized measured those responses. However, meta-analysis does contribute to understanding of how ecosystem components respond to stressors of interest.
Single-Species Models
Single-species models, or population models, are an important tool for understanding population vulnerabilities from combinations of stressors and are often used within a projection-modeling framework. Population modeling has a long history (de Kroon et al. 1986; Crouse et al. 1987) ; thus, we focused on two broad categories of methods.
First, classic population models can be age-or stagestructured, although not necessarily, and are used to examine population responses to perturbations on demographic rates (Salice et al. 2011; Punt et al. 2015) . In this framework, populations can be assumed to be density dependent (Power 1997; Punt et al. 2015) or density independent (de Kroon et al. 1986; Crouse et al. 1987) . The impact of a stressor on a demographic process is placed in a population context, giving a broader understanding of the impact. Methods accounting for age or stage structure can be used to integrate responses across life stages and thus to estimate overall population responses and nonadditive effects (Power 1997; Hodgson et al. 2017 ). This method addresses changes across time, although not explicitly space. This method is not commonly used in academic CEA, although examples exist (Power 1997; Salice et al. 2011) . It is more commonly used to examine impacts from single stressors. Thus, there is potential for broader application of single-species modeling. The second single-species modeling approach includes more dynamic models that actively factor in space, such as habitat suitability modeling or biogeoclimatic envelope modeling (Queirós et al. 2015; Lam et al. 2016) . Here, biological processes (such as growth rate) are directly linked to environmental conditions, which may then be forecasted using global circulation models (GCMs) to estimate future species distributions and abundances (Lam et al. 2016) . These provide insights into species distributions across both space and time, often in response to a number of environmental variables. These models provide a functional link between a species and the environmental conditions it experiences and factor in the spatial dimension not commonly included in classic population models.
Conservation Biology
As with all modeling approaches, accuracy depends on data availability and knowledge of the species' population dynamics and responses to particular environmental conditions. For example, in stage-structured models, accurate estimation of the density-dependence relationship will impact model outputs, creating antagonistic or synergistic results, depending on the shape that is used. Thus, it is highly important that this relationship be modeled accurately . For dynamic models involving habitat relationships, accuracy depends on the species dynamics and on the projections of future environmental conditions. This constraint can limit the resolution of outputs and uncertainty in outputs from any single model. One way to reduce uncertainty is to use a suite of GCMs . Finally, these methods more generally expand on experiments by furthering understanding of the direct effects of multiple stressors, but they do not provide insight into the larger ecological context, such as effects that manifest via indirect pathways (Fig. 1) .
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Mapping Approaches
A variety of spatial or mapping approaches to CEA have been used in marine and terrestrial systems (Walker et al. 1987; Murray et al. 2015) . These methods, which can be thought of as a type of modeling, increasingly involve the use of geographical information systems (Atkinson & Canter 2011). Generally, the extent of overlap between the stressor or stressors and habitat types or species is determined, often in a single time period. More dynamic methods model potential changes in the landscape through time (Schneider et al. 2003) or incorporate single-species models and their suitability (Bastos et al. 2015) , but they are less commonly applied. We focused on methods that involve mapping multiple overlapping stressors, Maxwell et al. 2013; Korpinen & Andersen 2016) , rather than on more dynamic approaches.
Mapping overlapping stressors requires three pieces of information: habitat presence and absence maps, stressor layers, and vulnerability weights for habitat-stressor pairs Maxwell et al. 2013 ). Vulnerability weights are often determined using expert judgment (Halpern et al. 2007; Teck et al. 2010) , and the weighted cumulative impact on particular habitats or regions is determined by overlapping map layers, providing information on habitat or species vulnerability. The method is spatially explicit and provides information on regions where anthropogenic effects are greatest, regions where data are limited, and habitat types that may be most at risk . At the species scale, it has been used to gain insights into species exposure and vulnerability to stressors within their distribution (Maxwell et al. 2013) . Mapping is used to direct spatial management when developing planning options or identify important knowledge gaps to direct future research.
Ultimately, mapping methods require detailed spatial information and thus rely heavily on data quality and quantity (Murray et al. 2015; Stock & Micheli 2016) . These large data requirements can be prohibitive (Smit & Spaling 1995; Murray et al. 2015) and can introduce problems of spatial resolution and uncertainty (Stock & Micheli 2016) . Often conditions are averaged across a grid cell, which is problematic if the ecological unit in question is smaller than the grid cell (Halpern & Fujita 2013) . This can introduce challenges for managers making decisions at smaller spatial resolution than the grid cells. The method also requires a number of simplifying assumptions. For example, responses are assumed to be linear and additive (Korpinen & Andersen 2016) , when increasingly nonadditive impacts and tipping points are known to occur (Hunsicker et al. 2016) . We found one example of nonadditive interactions, but only two stressors were included (Brown et al. 2014) . Finally, this method frequently focuses on current stressors or a single time period, although temporal effects of seasonality are a step forward in addressing temporal complexity (Afflerbach et al. 2017; Andersen et al. 2017) . Simulation methods to test the importance of some of these assumptions have been discussed (Stock & Micheli 2016) , as has an approach to ground-truth mapping estimates (Clark et al. 2016) . Additional limitations of this approach are discussed in Halpern and Fujita (2013) and Stock and Micheli (2016) .
Despite limitations, this approach is unique in the number of stressors it accounts for; it is the only method in which it is easy to factor in >3 stressors (Fig. 1) . Spatial methods were previously criticized for not identifying cause-and-effect links and, rather inferring an impact from spatial association (Smit & Spaling 1995) . However, impact scores for habitat-stressor pairs have helped make more direct connections based on expert opinion (Halpern et al. 2007; Teck et al. 2010) . As systems are increasingly affected by multiple stressors, mapping methods that account for over 10 stressors simultaneously are vital.
Qualitative Models
Although there are multiple qualitative modeling approaches, most provide similar outputs. These include signed digraphs (Dambacher et al. 2007 ), loop analysis (Levins 1974) , fuzzy logic or cognitive maps (Hobbs et al. 2002) , networks (Melbourne-Thomas et al. 2012) , and matrix models (Carey et al. 2013) . In these approaches, qualitative or semiquantitative links are made between system components and between impacts and system components. Analyses can address both pulse and press perturbations (Justus 2006) . They are best suited to "conceptualizing and illustrating interrelationships and pathways" (Smit & Spaling 1995:92) . There are distinctions to be made between the methods. For example, matrices are best suited to primary interactions as opposed to secondary (or indirect effects) (Shopley & Fuggle 1984; , whereas networks and loops can be used to address higher-order impacts and factor in 2-way interactions (Smit & Spaling 1995; Justus 2006 ). However, these methods are generally similar because they link parts of the system that are often not measured using the same units, and they use a more subjective, or expert-based, approach to determine links.
Matrix models are often thought of as a quantitative modeling approach (e.g., Crouse et al. 1987) ; however, in CEA the matrices used are not necessarily operated on mathematically (Shopley & Fuggle 1984) . In fully qualitative circumstances, the elements connecting components may have categorical scores (e.g., low, medium, and high) (Hegmann et al. 1999) . However, links can be quantitative (with linear or nonlinear relationships), and they can be analyzed using matrix manipulations or summing across overlapping matrices (Witmer & 
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Qualitative models provide unique advantages over other approaches we reviewed, providing insights into indirect effects without requiring the extensive parameterization needed for multispecies models. They are highly useful when detailed, quantitative parameters are not available or detailed ecosystem relationships are unknown but capturing complexities in the ecosystem is a priority (Justus 2006) . They are one of the few approaches that can be used to address indirect effects at the community level (Reum et al. 2015) . Additionally, under circumstances of uncertainty they can be used to combine insights from multiple stakeholders (Stier et al. 2017) or in a simulation framework (MelbourneThomas et al. 2012 ). Because they are qualitative, the level of resources and time required to produce them is relatively low (Fulton 2010) . Cumulative impacts have been determined using qualitative modeling approaches but in only a limited number of cases (Chen et al. 2015; Reum et al. 2015) . Therefore, this method has potential for expansion within CEA (Smit & Spaling 1995) .
The qualitative nature of these methods is their clearest disadvantage. End results often rely on subjective inputs and conclusions, not necessarily on the data used to form those links (Hegmann et al. 1999) , which can make replication a problem (Shopley & Fuggle 1984) . Outputs can also be convoluted if too many connections are included because multiple processes with different signs can lead to ambiguity in the response (Dambacher et al. 2003; Reum et al. 2015) . They also involve assessment at equilibrium, which may not be applicable in dynamic ecosystems (Justus 2006) . Other than indirect effects, these models also do not address many levels of complexity (Fig. 1) . They do not account for dimensionality of space, time (Smit & Spaling 1995) , or nonadditive impacts and address relatively few stressors.
Multispecies Models
With increasing computer capabilities, more ecosystem complexities can be addressed in modeling frameworks (Fulton 2010) . Multispecies models vary greatly, from those that accommodate a few species, such as minimum realistic models (MRM) (Plagányi 2007) and models of intermediate complexity for ecosystem assessments (MICE) (Plagányi et al. 2014) , to large-scale models, such as Ecopath with Ecosim (Christensen & Pauly 1992) and Atlantis (Fulton et al. 2004) . These large-scale models use either biomass or nutrients as currency and factor in species interactions, most often through predation, and sometimes link to oceanographic conditions and human dependencies (e.g., fishing) (Plagányi 2007). They provide insights into direct responses of individual species to perturbations and into indirect effects within the food web. Thus, they contribute to a mechanistic understanding of the interactions of stressors within an ecosystem. These models provide a key and necessary expansion beyond single-species modeling (Kerr 1982) .
Multispecies models can address more of the complexities than any other approach we reviewed, including time, space, indirect effects, and nonadditive responses (Fig. 1) ; however, not all multispecies models are designed to address all of these complexities. If space and connections to the environment need to be considered, a more complex model, such as Atlantis, may be necessary. If the goal is to understand a portion of the system directly linked to an individual species, simpler models can be used. Larger models are best used for scenario analysis and strategic management (Fulton 2010; Fulton et al. 2014) , whereas smaller models can be used to inform specific management decisions (Plagányi et al. 2014) . Each type of multispecies model has its own benefits and drawbacks (Plagányi 2007) . Fulton (2010:175) notes the importance of considering trade-offs when creating such models and choosing levels of complexity: "there are strong tradeoffs between the currency used; the degree of spatial, temporal and taxonomic resolution used; the kind of components included (e.g. only biophysical or the inclusion of extra components such as human industries); the physical, chemical, ecological and anthropogenic detail included in process representations; and the form and extent of boundary conditions and forcing."
Although these models can be used to address many complexities, they have high resource requirements, need extensive parameter inputs and skilled users, and can lead to high uncertainty (Smit & Spaling 1995; Fulton 2010; Hollowed et al. 2013) . Data requirements sometimes limit their development or lead to simplifications in model formation that create unrealistic assumptions (Levins 1966; Justus 2006) . They are also time intensive (Smit & Spaling 1995; Fulton 2010) . The result of many model assumptions is high uncertainty, which can be challenging to address (Hollowed et al. 2013) . Like metaanalyses, ecosystem models reveal only the influence of a limited number of stressors acting simultaneously; extracting the cause of a change becomes convoluted with more than two or three. Thus, a limited number of stressors have been investigated (Kaplan et al. 2010; Griffith et al. 2011; Cornwall & Eddy 2015) .
Insights and Complementary Approaches
No single method addresses all levels of ecological complexity. Across the 4 ecological foci, each has particular strengths (Fig. 1) responses of individuals to particular stressors, mapping and modeling approaches would be highly subjective. Mapping is the only method that addresses more than three stressors, a substantial contribution to understanding cumulative impacts. However, mapping relies on many simplifications and assumptions about stressor effects rather an investigation of effects. Modeling methods (single-species, qualitative, and multispecies models) are by far the most diverse and so address most of the ecological complexities (Fig. 1 ), yet they are highly dependent on external information, whether to parameterize the model or inform mechanistic drivers for how stressors influence system components. Thus, they are heavily dependent on data and assumptions. Given the differences in the strengths and weaknesses of each method, there is value in considering ways methods might be complementary when used in combination.
Integrative and interdisciplinary approaches are gaining attention because they can strengthen outputs and reduce uncertainty. Such integration is occurring via comparisons across model types (Plagányi 2007) and integration across methods, such as combining physiological experiments with modeling approaches (Queirós et al. 2015) . The fields of physiology, population ecology, and ecosystem ecology have often been disparate in the types of questions they address, and cumulative effects research is an area where there is an opportunity and a need to bridge disciplines. We considered the possibilities for combining the approaches reviewed here.
Multimodel Methods
Given the substantial uncertainties associated with the development of an individual model (e.g., parameter and structural uncertainty ), multimodel ensembles provide a stronger approach than any single model. In this case, model selection tools such as the Akaike information criterion are not used for model comparison and selection; rather, multiple alternative models are run, which may have different structures or parameterizations, and then results are compared (e.g., climate model ensembles ). These methods allow for quantification of uncertainty, and this approach is applied when models have been developed to ask the same or a similar question.
Alternatively, models developed for different types of analyses can still be used to yield a more holistic understanding. For example, when the population vulnerability of Dungeness crab (Metacarcinus magister) to ocean acidification was assessed in isolation (Hodgson et al. 2016) it differed from when vulnerability was studied within a model food web (Marshall et al. 2017) . Because one of the major weaknesses of modeling methods is data dependence and model uncertainty, multimodel comparisons are one way to address this uncertainty.
Maps to Prioritize Models
A substantial challenge in CEA is identifying the important stressors. Mapping methods can be used to identify stressors that may have substantial impacts due to broad spatial distributions or presence in vulnerable habitats. Alternatively, stressor identification may come from the expert-elicitation process that is part of many mapping methods. This identification can then be used to focus models on regions or species thought to be more at risk.
Maps to Identify Needed Experiments
A substantial output from mapping methods is the identification of knowledge gaps, that is, where experts do not have quantitative insights from which to base judgments. In the process of reviewing a particular region and developing pairs of stressor responses, the mapping method can be used to identify species or habitat complexes for which there is insufficient information to confidently assign a vulnerability score. As such, mapping methods help identify where experiments are needed to better inform map and model inputs.
Experiments to Inform Models
Intentional pairing of lab studies with models can ensure lab results are useful in a broader context. It is not often the case that physiologists and population modelers collaborate, but such collaboration could greatly strengthen research. For example, a number of publications have resulted from a collaboration between quantitative and experimental scientists to investigate the stage-based and population impacts of ocean acidification on tanner crab (Chionoecetes bairdi) (Punt et al. 2015) .
Combining approaches could provide more substantial opportunities for the applications of lesser-used models. Stage-structured population models have been used only in limited cases for gaining insights into cumulative impacts, yet it is importance to consider stressors across life history, in particular for migratory species (Webster et al. 2002) . Population and multispecies models are thus one important opportunity for advancing CEA.
Conclusions
There are a substantial and growing number of methods that can be used to address different aspects of CEA. These approaches are used to investigate responses of individual physiological processes and of populations, habitat complexes, and ecosystems. These methods are also used to tackle varying numbers of ecological complexities. As scientists develop new tools and are asked to do so (Greig & Duinker 2011) , it is important to know the strengths and limitations of existing tools. Our review
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Volume 33, No. 1, 2019 highlights the strengths and weaknesses of 6 existing approaches, weaknesses that lead to gaps in our ability to address certain research questions. Combining methods and working collaboratively can help address some of those research gaps. The next critical steps in CEA are further development of methods and translation of existing approaches and their appropriate applications for practitioners (Greig & Duinker 2011) .
